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Set & retrieve a bridge plug
on pipe in one run!

A major onshore operator in Texas, USA required a 10,000 psi rated
plug that would allow them to carry out pressure testing on the
existing casing of a horizontal well prior to ReFrac operations. Once
the existing completion has been recovered and a wellbore clean up
carried out, the installed plug would ensure that the original casing
had the integrity to withstand the frac operations and prevent
surface water contamination.

Interwells 420-550 HPHT plug when run in conjunction with a
modified Hydraulic Running Tool (HRT) provided the client with a
12,500psi rated barrier that could be run on drillpipe and allowed the
setting and retrieval to be carried out in a single run.  
 

Once the plug is run to the required setting depth, a ball is pumped
through the pipe until its located on the ball seat of the HRT before
pressure is applied from surface to set the HPHT plug. 
Casing integrity is then confirmed by closing the pipe rams and
pressure testing the installed plug to 10,000 psi. 

 
The HPHT plug is retrieved through the use of a HRT running tool with
a modified setting and retrieving adapter. This allows the plug to be
retrieved upon a successful test. It also gives the option to leave the
HPHT plug in the well for additional uphole work. This real-time
decision can be made after the plug is set and the casing pressure is
monitored, allowing additional tests if required.

Value created

Reduced Risk with only one rig up and rig down
Reduced Rig Time - Casing Integrity confirmed in hours, not days
Cost savings due to more efficient operations

To learn more about the HPHT, please click here and HRT here.
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